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COMMENTARY
Semantic Confusion: The Case of Early Repolarization and

the J Point
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Early repolarization and J point are classic electrocardio-
graphic terms that have been co-opted.1 Although we agree

ith Surawicz and Macfarlane2 that these terms require
tandardization, the major commercial electrocardiography
rograms currently measure ST elevation at the traditional J
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oint or QRS end and do not classify J waves or slurring for
he statement of nonspecific ST elevation or “early repolar-
zation.”3-7 Furthermore, although J waves or slurs have

been noted to occur along with ST elevation as part of
classic early repolarization,8 the clinical focus has been on
ST elevation because it also can be confused with myocar-
dial injury or ischemia and pericarditis (Figure).

The semantic confusion can be traced back to 2 articles
in The New England Journal of Medicine9,10 from 2009.

he authors were allowed to co-opt these old and respected
erms with good intent, armed with hypotheses, elegant
itions of early repolarization and J point.
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cellular physiology studies, and cardiac mapping. They dis-
regarded the key feature of early repolarization, ST eleva-
tion, and focused on J waves and R-wave downstroke notch-
ing or slurring. Although new research supporting the
concern with J waves and notching/slurring are compel-
ling,11 their new semantics have caused much confusion.

Specifically in regard to the J point, although cellular
physiologists and electrophysiologists are concerned with
which portions of the heart are depolarized or repolarized,
those of us interpreting surface electrocardiograms are com-
fortable with established criteria for QRS end. Previously,
the J point or QRS end was neither the top of the J wave nor
the top of the slur; rather it has been where the high-
frequency components of the QRS complex transition to the
low-frequency ST segment. Modern computerized electro-
cardiogram analyses and QRS duration norms are based on
this definition.

It is difficult to sort through the new and exciting data
regarding these new findings when standard definitions are
not applied. Far be it from us to propose new terminology
for the brilliant investigators who have made these impor-
tant new observations. But please give us back the old and
trusted definition of early repolarization, which focuses on
elevation at the end of the surface QRS complex or J point!
They should take the initiative of creating new names;
perhaps terminal QRS delay, H-waves, B-slur, and A-point
would be appropriate for R-wave downstroke notching or
slurring. They know who did what and can provide the
appropriate names and letters.

Although we approach this issue of semantics with a
humorous tone, there is a serious consequence of the result-
ing confusion for clinicians. There are millions of interpre-
tive electrocardiogram machines that cannot recognize J
waves and slurs, yet frequently output the diagnostic state-
ment of “early repolarization.” Their algorithms for this
statement are based on the ST level and not phenomena on
the downslope of the R wave. Replacing or altering these
electrocardiogram machines has staggering economic con-
sequences even if there were convincing data to do so. The
implication that every healthy individual with an electrocar-

diogram reading early repolarization needs further evalua-
tion creates liability issues. Perhaps this semantic confusion
is not so humorous after all.
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